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INTRODUCTIE

INTRODUCTION

VRIENDSCHAP EN LIEFDE

FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE
en Jonathan een geliefd symbool om vriendschap op glas te verbeelden.
Speciaal deze vriendschapsglazen vormen de
aanleiding van dit boekje want de basis vormt
de prachtige collectie vriendschaps- en liefdesglazen die door Marque Joosten en Eduard
Planting werden verzameld en die wij hier nu
te koop aanbieden. Marque Joosten is internetondernemer en onder andere de oprichter
van Funda. Eduard Planting is eigenaar van
Eduard Planting Gallery, gespecialiseerd in
fotografie. Zij raakten jaren geleden gefascineerd door het thema van twee handen als
een symbool van vriendschap op achttiendeeeuws glas. Deze glazen vormden de kern van
hun collectie. Ook de twee verbonden handen
als liefdes- en huwelijks symbool werden
door hen aan de collectie toegevoegd. Later
verzamelden Joosten en Planting ook bokalen waarop de Oud Testamentische David en
Jonathan de vriendschap verbeelden. Een aantal vriendschaps- en huwelijksglazen uit onze
collectie sluiten goed aan op deze thema’s en
zijn daarom ook hier ook gepubliceerd.
In deze uitgave zijn de glazen uit de collectie van Marque Joosten en Eduard Planting te
herkennen aan JP gevolgd door een nummer.
De andere glazen behoren tot onze collectie, de collectie van Frides Laméris Kunst- en
Antiekhandel. Elk glas wordt kort beschreven.

‘Je mag niet met de glazen klinken. Maar we
doen het toch!’. Onder het roepen van kreten
als ‘proost’, ‘op je gezondheid’, ‘op de vriendschap’ of ‘op ons samenzijn’ worden de glazen geheven. Van de uitgebreide Nederlandse
drinkgewoonten met vele, soms tientallen
verschillende toasts tijdens één avond is dit
doorgaans de enige, gekoesterde, dronk die
we tegenwoordig nog uitbrengen.
Er bestaat een lange geschiedenis drinken en
daarbij toasts uitbrengen waarvan al in de
Oudheid bronnen over te vinden zijn. Vanaf de
zestiende eeuw werden in Nederland ook glazen gegraveerd waarbij de gravure een dronk
verwoordde of verbeeldde. De gegraveerde
glazen werden elk voor één specifieke dronk
gebruikt. Deze rijke traditie van het graveren
van glazen, bleef in Nederland bestaan tot de
Napoleontische tijd rond 1800. Daarna is er
slechts nog een enkeling die glas bewerkt.
De achttiende eeuw valt in Nederland op
door de hoeveeldheid en diversiteit van
toasts die op glazen werden weergegeven.
Gebruiksglazen uit de achttiende eeuw zijn
nauwelijks bewaard gebleven. De prachtige
glazen die werden gegraveerd daarentegen,
werden in familiekring en verschillende besturen van een stad, een waterschap, een
weeshuis et cetera, met zorg bewaard en zijn
daarom nog steeds te bewonderen. In de literatuur en andere bronnen uit de achttiende
eeuw worden de vele toasts benoemd. De teksten over drinkgewoontes zijn een interessante aanvulling op de glazen.
Volgens een contemporaine bron uit het laatste kwart van de achttiende eeuw werd de
dronk op de vriendschap in Nederland het
meest gewaardeerd. (Denis Diderot 1994,
p. 88) Het aantal bewaard gebleven vriendschapsglazen lijkt het belang van de dronk
op de vriendschap te bevestigen. Er zijn meer
bokalen met een dronk op de vriendschap bewaard gebleven dan glazen met andere onderwerpen. Eén van de manieren waarop vriendschap werd verbeeld op glas was door een
gravure van twee ineengeslagen handen.
Daarnaast zijn de Oud Testamentische David

Op de oprechte vriendschap.

Anna,
Kitty,
Trudy
en Willem
Laméris
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It is these friendship glasses in particular
that form the focus of this catalogue, based
on the wonderful collection of friendship
and love goblets built up by Marque Joosten
and Eduard Planting which we are offering
for sale. Marque Joosten is internet entrepreneur and among other ventures, founder
of Funda. Eduard Planting is owner of the
Eduard Planting Gallery which specializes
in photography. Years ago, they became fascinated by the image of two hands as a symbol
of friendship on eighteenth-century glasses.
These glasses were to form the core of their
collection, later expanded to include two
clasped hands as a symbol of love and marriage. Thereafter Joosten and Planting also
started to collect goblets featuring the depiction of the Old Testament figures of David
and Jonathan to signify friendship. A number
of friendship and wedding glasses from our
own collection fit well with these themes
and have consequently also been included
here.
In this publication the glasses from the
Marque Joosten and Eduard Planting collection are denoted by the initials JP, followed
by a number. The other glasses belong to our
own collection, the collection of Frides
Laméris Art and Antiques. Each glass is accompanied by a brief description.

‘You shouldn’t clink glasses, but we’ll do
it anyway!’ Glasses are raised to calls of
‘cheers’, ‘your good health’, ‘to friendship’ or
‘to us gathered here’. Of all the many and varied Dutch drinking customs down the centuries, only one toast is still practiced today.
In former days it was not unusual for several
dozen different toasts to be proposed during
the course of a single night.
Drinking culture and its associated toasts
have a history stretching back to classical
antiquity, the sources show. In the sixteenth
century, craftsmen in the Netherlands started engraving glasses with inscriptions or illustrations referring to a particular toast.
Each glass was used for a single, specific
toast. This rich tradition of glass engraving flourished in the Netherlands up to
the Napoleonic era around 1800. After that
glasses were engraved only rarely.
The eighteenth century in the Netherlands
is remarkable for the range and diversity of
toasts rendered on drinking glasses. Little
eighteenth century glassware for daily use
remains extant today, but ceremonial glasses
are still around for us to admire. This is because the magnificent engraved glasses were
carefully preserved within the family circle
or by local authorities, for example water
boards and orphanages. The many toasts are
detailed in the literature and other sources
from the eighteenth century and the texts on
drinking customs constitute valuable additional information about the glasses.
The toast to friendship was valued most highly in the Netherlands, according to a late
eighteenth-century source. (Diderot 1994, p.
88). The number of friendship glasses still
extant would seem to confirm the importance
of this toast to amity: more goblets with a
toast to friendship have survived than glasses featuring other subjects. One of the ways
in which friendship was illustrated on glass
was the engraving of two clasping hands.
In addition, the Old Testament figures of David
and Jonathan constitute a popular friendship
motif.

Here’s to true friendship!

Anna,
Kitty,
Trudy
en Willem
Laméris
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FIRST TOASTS
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first toasts

1 Ceremonial goblet to ‘UE GESONTHYD'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 17.0 cm, Ø bowl: 8.1 cm, Ø foot: 7.6 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl above a stem
with a three-ringed knop above an inverted and elongated massif baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a banderole
inscribed ‘UE GESONTHYD’, your good health.
Around the rim of the bowl an engraving of Laub- und
Bandlwerk with acanthus leaves, twigs and culots.
The engraving was executed by the same hand as cat.
nr. 4.
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first toasts

2 Welcome goblet with two men shaking hands
and the inscription ‘DE WELKOMST VAN DE GOEDE
VRIENDEN’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Circa 1710
Height: 16.2 cm, Ø bowl: 7.9 cm, Ø foot: 8.1 cm
Wine goblet with funnel bowl with thickened base on
a straight solid stem with a large angular knop decorated with an air bubble. Light conical foot with large
folded rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two men in contemporary dress, wearing wigs. With hats in hand they
shake hands. The figures are portrayed standing on
a ground of grass with a stylized plant at the end. On
the other side a sun, a lens, with beams. Around the
rim ‘DE WELKOMST VAN DE GOEDE VRIENDEN’, the
welcome of the good friends.
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first toasts

3 Friendship goblet with a couple sitting at a table
and the toast ‘VIVAT ALE PRESENTE VRINDEN’
Slightly yellowish soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands,
Mid eighteenth century
Height: 21.2 cm, Ø bowl: 8.0 cm, Ø foot: 9.4 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
with a small and a larger knop above an inverted
baluster and a basal knop. Two decoratif air bubbles in
the stem. Light conical foot with folded rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a couple sitting at a
table that has been laid. The man is proposing a toast.
The couple are flanked on either side by a stylized
plant.
Running along the rim of the bowl is the toast ‘VIVAT
ALE PRESENTE VRINDEN’, Vivat to all friends present.
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first toasts

4 Friendship goblet with grapevines and a banderole
inscribed ‘VRINTSCHAP’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 18.2 cm, Ø bowl: 8.8 cm, Ø foot: 8.8 cm
Wineglass with conical bowl with straight (drawn)
dense stem, slightly tapering. Light conical foot with
folded rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a banderole with
the word ‘VRINTSCHAP’, friendship. Along the rim of
the bowl an engraving of wine leaves and bunches of
grapes. No polished details.
The engraving was executed by the same hand as cat.
nt. 1.
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HANDSHAKE
AND
FRIENDS
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handshake and friends

5 Friendship goblet with handshake
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Height: 18.3 cm, Ø bowl: 7.0 cm, Ø foot: 7.3 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop above an elongated inverted baluster with basal knop. Two rows of
air bubbles inserted in the broad part of the baluster.
Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two large hands
with wavy sleeves with cuff. The fingernails and cuffs
are polished.
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in or
nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, 578-585, Laméris
2017B, p. 48-61).
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6 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands
JP 14 emerging from wavy sleeves and
'DE VRIENDSCHAP'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
Shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Second half eighteenth century
Height: 16.1 cm, Ø bowl: 6.5 cm, Ø foot: 7.8 cm

On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two shaking
hands emerging from wavy sleeves. The fingernails
and details in the sleeves are polished. On the other
side of the bowl a banderole with tassels and the
inscription ‘DE VRIENDSCHAP’, the friendship. The
banderol was first engraved, then polished and then
inscribed.
Alongside the edge of the bowl a decoration comprising a horizontal matt line and a scalloped and polished
rim.

Small wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a
stem made in two parts: a straight section with an
angular knop, decorated with air twists above an
inverted elongated baluster and a basal knop. Two
rows of inserted air bubbles in the broad part of the
baluster. Light conical foot.

24

This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p.578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
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7 Friendship goblet with handshake and
JP 19 the inscription 'VRINTSCHAP' by an anonymous
Rotterdam engraver
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: Rotterdam
First half eighteenth century
Height: 18.3 cm, Ø bowl: 7.6 cm, Ø foot: 7.3 cm
Wine goblet with rounded funnel bowl. Seen from the
centre, a round knop with two layers of air beads, the
stem is nearly symmetrical: on the upper side from the
knop is a small knop, a true baluster and again a small
knop, the lower part consists of a straight part, an
inverted baluster and a small basal knop. Domed foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two hands
shaking, both with cuffs and sleeves emerging from
clouds. Above the hands a radiant sun or a lens.
Below the hands the word ‘VRINTSCHAP’, friendship.
Underneath and on both sides of the depiction a shell
with symmetrical Laub und Bandlwerk decorated with
two covered pots, baldachins, acanthus leaves, and
culots. Along the rim a zigzag line alternating with
dots and a line of a repetitive T-shaped decoration.
Polished details.
The engraving was executed by the same hand as cat.
nr. 25 (JP3), that is: an anonymous Rotterdam wheel
engraver (Schadee 1989, cat.nr. 95, p. 25, 72, 73).
Some parts of cat.nr. 8 and 9 are engraved by the same
hand. See cat.nr. 8. I will come back to this in a future
publication.
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8 Friendship goblet with handshake and
JP 7 the inscription 'VRINTSCHAP'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: Rotterdam
First half eighteenth century
Height: 17.5 cm, Ø bowl: 7.7 cm, Ø foot: 8.1 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a broad
stem with an angular knop, a round knop, an elongated angular knop, a basal knop and a light conical foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two shaking hands, both with sleeves with cuffs, emerging
from clouds. Above the hands a radiant sun, a lens.
Underneath the hands, the word ‘VRINTSCHAP’,
friendship. Following this again, like the sun, a lens
this time with circles or petals around it. Beneath this
a node binding together a palm twig intertwined with
a laurel twig. These leaves embrace the handshake.
Along the rim a zigzag line alternating with dots and
a line of repetitive T-shaped decoration. Polished
details.
Between cat. nrs. 7,8 and 9 there are some remarkable similarities: the sun with its irregular rays and the
inscription seem to have been engraved by the same
hand.
The engraving is by the same craftsman as cat. 24, the
anonymous Rotterdam engraver (See: Schadee)
Other elements of the engraving of cat. nr. 24 have
been made by another hand: the twigs and flowers of
this glass and cat.nr. 9 have clearly been incised by the
same craftsman but not the same engraver as that of
the features mentioned above.
It is possible that the two engravers worked together in
the same workshop, each having their own speciality.
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9 Friendship goblet with handshake and inscription
JP 6 'VRINTSCHAP'.
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or English
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century [1715-1750?]
Height: 19.5 cm, Ø bowl: 7.6 cm, Ø foot: 8.1 cm
Wine goblet with rounded funnel bowl above a stem
with an angular knop between two round knops
surmounting an eight-sided, panel-shaped stem with
a decoration of pyramids on the shoulder. Slightly
domed foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
with different cuffs and cufflinks under a radiant sun, a
lens. Underneath the hands the word ‘VRINTSCHAP’,
friendship. Following this again, like the sun, a lens,
this time with circles or petals around it. Underneath
this a node binding together a palm twig intertwined
with a laurel twig on both sides. These leaves embrace
the shaking hands. Polished details.
Comment
The sun, flower, twigs and inscription are clearly
engraved by the same hand as cat.nr. 8 (JP7). The
sun and inscription are by the same hand as cat.nr. 7
(JP19). See cat.nr. 8.
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10 Friendship goblet with three shaking hands and a
banderole inscribed ‘VRINTSCHAP’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving and diamond line engraving:
The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 15.8 cm, Ø bowl: 7.4 cm, Ø foot: 8.0 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a symmetrical stem with a knop and a small knop on both sides
of a straight solid part. Light conical foot with folded
rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of three shaking hands,
all emerging from a cloud. The hands hover above a
banderole inscribed using diamond line engraving
technique with the word ‘VRINTSCHAP’, friendship.
The depiction is flanked on both sides by branches
with small leaves and fruit, probably olive branches.
This is the only goblet we know of featuring three
hands.
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11 Friendship goblet with handshake and
JP 23 ‘DE GOEDE VPINDTSCHAP’
Yellowish, virtually colourless soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: Probably Dutch
Mid-eighteenth century
Height: 17.6 cm, Ø bowl: 7.9 cm, Ø foot: 8.6 cm
Wine goblet with a thistle bowl on a blown stem
with an inverted baluster and angular knop, expanding towards foot. Light conical foot with folded rim.
Horizontal cutting in lower part of the bowl and stem.
Underneath a radiant sun, hovering above a meadow, two shaking hands with sleeves emerging from
clouds. On both sides a decoration of circles and acanthus leaves surmounted by a basket with flowers and
twigs.
On the other side the inscription ‘DE GOEDE VPINDT /
SCHAP’, the good friendship.
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12 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands
JP 10 underneath a crown and 'VRIEND SCHAP'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Mid-eighteenth century
Height: 19.9 cm, Ø bowl: 8.9 cm, Ø foot: 9.2 cm
Wine goblet with a large rounded funnel bowl above
a stem with two flattened knops above an inverted
elongated baluster and a large basal knop. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
with cuffs emerging from clouds. Above the hand a
crown topped by the inscription ‘VRIEND SCHAP’.
Two branches of olives, bound together with a bow,
embrace the depiction. No polished details.
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13 Friendship goblet with handshake
JP 16 in a circular cartouche and 'D.Vrient Schap'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 17,8 cm, Ø bowl: 6,9 cm, Ø foot: 7,6 cm
Wine goblet with slightly bell-shaped bowl on a stem
with an angular knop, round knop, elongated angular
knop and two basal knops. Slightly domed foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
with sleeves emerging from clouds underneath rays
emerging from behind clouds. Below the hands is
a ground with grass and a plant. Around the depiction a crowned circle with a symmetrical decoration
of volutes and twigs with small leaves. On both sides
large palm leaves mixed with olive twigs.
On both sides of the crown ‘D.Vrient / Schap’.
The inscription is written by the same hand as cat.nr.
28 with mating fowl.
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14 Friendship goblet with handshake in a heartJP 21 shaped cartouche and ‘D’VRIENDSCHAP.’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands,
possibly Amsterdam
Second half eighteenth century
Height: 18.2 cm, Ø bowl: 6.9 cm, Ø foot: 7.5 cm
Wine goblet with rounded funnel bowl on a stem with
a straight solid part with an angular knop above an
inverted elongated baluster above a basal knop. Two
rows of inserted air bubbles in the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
with cuffs emerging from clouds under rays radiating from a centre behind a heart-shaped cartouche.
Around this cartouche a ring of tulips alternating with
stylized roses and daisies between different types of
leaves. Above this ‘D’VRIENDSCHAP.’, the friendship.
This shape of goblet often appears with an engraving
pertaining to Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017, p. 48-61)
The engraving is inspired by the work of the
Amsterdam wheel engraver Jacob Sang (Erfurt circa
1720-Nigtevecht 1786). (Laméris 1998 p. 52-61)
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
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Op Zout
Het Zout is wonder nut, het moet ‘et al bewaren,
Wie kan ‘er sonder dat in verre Landen varen?
Al wat den mensche voedt, al wat men suyvel hiet,
En deugt of sonder Zout, of sonder Pekel niet.
Geen Kock en kan bestaen, geen Meyt en weet te koken,
Soo haest als haer het Zout of pekel heeft ontbroken;
En wie de Tafel deckt, en Zout daer op vergeet,
Die toont dat hy sijn apmt in geenen deel en weet.
Zout dient omtrent het vleysch, het dient ontrent de vissen,
Dies kan men beter gout, als zout op aerden missen:
Maer hier en over-al soo dient de middel-maet,
Want als men die vergeet, soo wordt het goede quaet.
(Jacob Cats, 1726, p. 387)

15 Friendship goblet with handshake and
JP 5 an inscription referring to salt
'VRIENDSCHAP DIERBAAR SOUT
DAT ALLES IN HET LEEVEN HOUT`
Colourless glass with yellowish tint
Glass: Germany for the Dutch market
Wheel engraving: Probably Dutch
Mid-eighteenth century
Height: 21.5 cm, Ø bowl: 8.7 cm, Ø foot: 9.7 cm
Goblet with large conical bowl with flattened base.
Blown stem with a large knop between two smaller
knops and a basal knop. Light conical foot with folded
rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
emerging from clouds underneath radiant beams.
Around the depiction a symmetrical cartouche
embellished with scrolls and several sorts of rocaille.
Underneath a decoration of Laub und Bandlwerk with
latticework, acanthus leaves flanked by flowers and
palm branches with olive branches on both sides.
Many polished details. Under the hands two small
emerging branches
Engraved along the rim of the bowl :

To Salt
Salt is a wondrous use, it must conserve all
Who that travels to distant lands can do without?
All that nourishes man, all dairy
Is no good without salt or brine
No cook who can exist, no maid who can cook
If they have lacked salt or brine
And he who lays the table and forgets the salt
Shows he knows not in the least his job.
Salt serves meat, it serves the fish
One would rather lack gold than salt on earth
But here as elsewhere moderation serves,
For lacking moderation good becomes ill
Oprechte vriendschap is schaars en dikwijls minst onder
bloedverwanten
O Vriendschap! Dierbaar pand, o stut en zout van ’t leven;
De vreemdeling bezoekt u noch wel onder ’t kruis;
Maar ach! De bloedverwant, door afgunst aangedreven,
Veracht uw’ schat, en stoot u dikwils uit zyn huis.
( Cl. Bruins, 1742. p. 21, LXXXVI.)

'VRIENDSCHAP DIERBAAR SOUT
DAT ALLES IN HET LEEVEN HOUT`
FRIENDSHIP IS PRECIOUS SALT
THAT KEEPS ALL ALIVE
Various texts, including those below, show that salt
was regarded as an essential commodity. Like salt,
friendship was seen as one of life’s essentials.
Displegtigheden describes an old German custom.
People seeking to forge close ties gave one another
salt and sometimes even ate it as 'ter bevestiging van
hun verbond en goede trouw', ‘confirmation of their
bond and good faith’. When salt was eaten, it was seen
as the 'allerkragtigsten', ‘most powerful’ and strongest vow.
(VA & VDS 1732, p. 542-543)

42

True friendship is rare and often most lacking between
blood relatives
Oh Friendship! Beloved good, oh foundation and salt
of life;
The stranger will still visit you beneath the cross;
But oh! The blood relative, driven by envy
Despises your treasure and often drives you from
his house
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16 A pair of two Friendship goblets with
JP 8 two shaking hands and 'DE VRIENDSCHAP'
17
JP 20 Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter of the eighteenth century
Height glass on left: 19.9 cm, Ø bowl: 7.4 cm,
Ø foot: 8.4 cm
Height glass on right: 20.1 cm, Ø bowl: 7.4 cm,
Ø foot: 8,7 cm
Wine goblet with rounded funnel bowl on a stem made
in two parts, a small angular knop above a round knop
above an inverted baluster, with one row of inserted
air bubbles, on a long, straight part.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
emerging from clouds underneath rays of light and a
cloud. Around this scene a slightly asymmetrical rococo cartouche embellished with rocailles, C-scrolls,
acanthus leaves, twigs with small leaves, palm leaves
and polished ‘pearl’ chains.
Along the rim above the cartouche ‘DE VRIENDSCHAP’,
the friendship. Polished details.
The glasses are identical, barring some slight differences, such as the differing number of small polished
horizontal stripes in the cartouche. The biggest difference is that the clouds above the sun rays on the glass
to the left are polished, whilst on the right-hand glass
they are unpolished.
Sets of identical ceremonial goblets are rare in the
Netherlands. Some sets are still kept in the Evert
Zoudenbalch Huis, once an orphanage in Utrecht
(Laméris 1997, cat.nrs: 1-3, 6, 8,9, 15-17). The Heusden
district waterboard used to order two goblets bearing the same toast and two different coats of arms.
(Haakman 1986)
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18 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands
JP 15 in a rococo cartouche and 'DE -VRIEND-SCHAP-'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
shape Amsterdam II
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 18.0 cm, Ø bowl: 7.5 cm, Ø foot: 7.9 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop and a round knop
above an inverted elongated baluster and a basal
knop. Two rows of inserted air bubbles in the broad
part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
emerging from clouds underneath a radiant sun, a
lens. Around this scene a rococo cartouche embellished with rocailles, acanthus leaves, twigs with small
leaves and chains with leaves and circles. Upper left is
a palm branch and upper right and possibly an olive
twig.
Along the rim on the other side ‘DE-VRIEND-SCHAP-’,
friendship. Polished details.
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in or
nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, 578-585, Laméris
2017B, 48-61).
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19 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands
in a cartouche with ‘AMICITÆ’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 17.8 cm, Ø bowl: 7.6 cm, Ø foot: 8.1 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop above an elongated inverted baluster with basal knop. Two rows of
air bubbles inserted in the broad part of the baluster.
Light conical foot.
The bowl features a wheel engraving of two shaking
hands above a small plant with a fruit. Below, a radiant sun. Around the depiction a rococo cartouche with
leaves. Polished details.
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in or
nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, 578-585, Laméris
2017B, 48-61).
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20 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands
and ‘PROSOPOPIA’ and a poem by Dirk Smits
explaining how to toast to friendship.
Attributed to Jacob Sang
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: attributed to Jacob Sang (Erfurt c.
1720-Nigtevecht 1786)
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 19.4 cm, Ø bowl: 8.6 cm, Ø foot: 8.5 cm

Jacob Sang was born in Erfurt circa 1720. He worked
in Amsterdam from 1748 until 1785 where he ran a
glass shop in the Hartenstraat. He died in Nigtevecht
in 1786. He is famous for his extremely detailed wheel
engravings. About Jacob Sang see Laméris 1998.
‘Prosopopia’ appears to be a faulty rendering of the
ancient Greek ‘prosopopeia’, a figure of speech to clarify that the object on which it is written, speaks. Here
the goblet orates the poem.
The poem is written by Dirk Smits (Rotterdam
1702-Hellevoetsluis 1752).

Wine goblet with a bell-shaped bowl on a stem with a
near-round knop above an inverted baluster with two
rows of inserted air bubbles, a basal knop and a light
conical foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two hands
emerging from clouds in front of sunbeams. Around
the depiction an elaborate crowned rococo cartouche
with pearl chains and acanthus leaves.
Above the crown, in a bow: ‘PROSOPOPIA’.
On the other side of the bowl a poem:
MIND GY DE EDELE VRIENDSCHAP TEEDER
VULT MY DAN TOT AAN DEN RAND
DRINKT MY LEEG EN VULD MY WEEDER
STELD MY ZOO UWE [VRIEND] TER HAND
If you value tender, noble friendship, Then fill me to the
brim, Drink me empty and refill me, And thus hand me to
your friend (Smit 1992, p. 12, 1759.10)
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21 Friendship goblet with two shaking hands and a
poem by Dirk Smits on how to toast to friendship
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Circa 1780
Height: 18.8 cm, Ø bowl: 7.1 cm, Ø foot: 8.6 cm

The goblet may have been engraved by Jacob Sang
(Erfurt c.1720 - Nigtevecht 1786).
Jacob Sang was born in Erfurt circa 1720. He worked
in Amsterdam from 1748 until 1785 where he ran a
glass shop in the Hartenstraat. He died in Nigtevecht
in 1786. He is famous for his extremely detailed wheel
engravings. About Jacob Sang see Laméris 1998.

Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop above an elongated inverted baluster with basal knop. Two rows of
air bubbles inserted in the broad part of the baluster.
Light conical foot.

‘Prosopopia’ appears to be a faulty rendering of the
ancient Greek ‘prosopopeia’, a figure of speech to clarify that the object on which it is written, speaks. Here
the goblet orates the poem.
The poem is written by Dirk Smits (Rotterdam
1702-Hellevoetsluis 1752).

On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two hands
emerging from clouds, following the shape of an oval
cartouche. Around the depiction a laurel wreath and
laurel garlands, all in neo-classicist style.
On the other side of the bowl a poem:
MIND GY DE EDELE VRIENDSCHAP TEEDER
VULD MY DAN TOT AAN DEN RAND
DRINKT MY LEEG EN VULD MY WEEDER
STELD MY ZOO UW VRIEND TER HAND
If you value tender, noble friendship, Then fill me to the
brim, Drink me empty and refill me, And thus hand me to
your friend (Smit 1992, p. 12, 1759.10)
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22 Marriage goblet with handshake and
'T VOLTROKKEN HUWELYCK'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Second half eighteenth century
Height: 19.3 cm, Ø bowl: 9.4 cm, Ø foot: 9.3 cm
Wine goblet with large rounded funnel bowl on a
broad stem made in two parts: a large and a small flattened knop above elongated inverted baluster with
basal knop. Two rows of air bubbles inserted in the
broad part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of shaking hands
with a male and a female sleeve, emerging from
clouds. Above the hands one burning heart, underneath a radiant sun. Below the hands a plant with
fruits. Around the depiction a rococo cartouche with
rocailles and volutes and on each side a twig.
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
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23 Large covered marriage goblet with clasping
hands above an altar and the inscription
‘T VOLTROKENE HUWELYK’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands, 1770
Height: 19.4 cm, Ø bowl: 9.3 cm, Ø foot: 9.3 cm
Large wine goblet with a large rounded funnel bowl
on a stem with a round knop, an angular knop, a large
round knop with two rows of inserted air bubbles and
two knops with a straight solid section in the middle.
Light conical foot. The domed cover is decorated with
two mereses and a round knop with two rows of air
bubbles.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of a handclasp
between a man and a woman, emerging from clouds
underneath beams with the all-seeing eye. The hands
hover above an altar with in front of it a banderole bearing the inscription ‘Den 3 APRIL 1770’ and an anchor.
On the altar a ring with two winged hearts. Behind
the altar two trumpets with flames, probably meant
to indicate a fanfare. Around this a decoration of various rocailles with a rose branch on the left and laurel
branches to the right, from which hangs a garland
with two pomegranates. Hanging from the depiction
a banderole with ‘T VOLTROKENE HUWELYK’.
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24 Marriage or betrothal goblet with shaking hands
JP 22 in an elaborate rococo cartouche
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam II
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter of the eighteenth century
Height: 20.1 cm, Ø bowl: 8.5 cm, Ø foot: 7.8 cm
Wine goblet with a large rounded funnel bowl on a
stem made in two parts: an angular knop and a round
knop above an inverted elongated baluster and a
basal knop. Two rows of inserted air bubbles in the
broad part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two shaking hands
emerging from clouds. Upon the hands two flaming
hearts topped by stylized rays and clouds. Beneath
the hands a tree with polished fruit. Around this depiction an elaborate rococo cartouche with rocailles, Cand S- shaped scrolls, acanthus leaves and two chains
with leaves and circles.
On top of the cartouche two birds.
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25 Marriage goblet, Rotterdam
JP 3 by an anonymous Rotterdam engraver
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England, shape Rotterdam
Wheel engraving: Rotterdam,1733
Height: 23.7 cm, Ø bowl: 9.1 cm, Ø foot: 8.4 cm
Published: Duysters 2002, 138, p. 177. The glass
belonged to the collection of J.J.A. Baroness de
Vos van Steenwijk-de Bas and was on loan to the
Historisch Museum Arnhem (now Museum Arnhem)
1920-2007. Christie’s Amsterdam 15 may 2017,
The late Albrecht Nicolaas Baron de Vos van Steenwijk
Glass Collection (…), 95, p. 29.
Wine goblet with rounded funnel bowl above a stem
with a flattened knop between two round knops,
above a partly angular knop topping an elongated
part with basal knop. Long air bubble in lower part.
Light conical foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of two shaking
hands in front of an anchor, above it a flaming heart
and two cooing doves beneath a crown and radiant
sun. To the left a man’s cuff, to the right a woman’s
cuff. Both arms end in a cartouche, with baldachins,
acanthus leaves and laurel leaves, around a mirrored
monogram with on the left the initials GVR (?) and
right JDC (?). Underneath this a garden of love with a
merman as fountain and mating cock and hen. To the
left a woman crowned with a laurel wreath, holding a
cornucopia with flowers and a palm branch, a personification with a palm leaf and a cornucopia as symbols
of peace and abundance for a good marriage. To the
right a woman with breasts bared, a burning torch in
her left hand and two small naked children, a personification of one of the three divine virtues: Caritas, or
Love. The personifications sit on Laub und bandlwerk
with acanthus leaves and olive branches. Underneath
in a cartouche, the coat of arms of Rotterdam and 25:
IAN: / Ao: 1733. Polished details such as rocailles,
pearls and hearts of flowers.
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Rotterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Rotterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
The glass is engraved by an anonymous Rotterdam
engraver and displays a strong resemblance to a goblet
dedicated to the Rotterdam bridal couple Montaubanvan Swijndregt (Schadee 1989, cat.nr. 95, p. 25, 72, 73).
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26 Friendship goblet with marriage symbols
and the inscription ’HET AANSTAANDE HUWELYK’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam II
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 18.5 cm, Ø bowl: 7.4 cm, Ø foot: 7.4 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two sections: an angular knop and a round
knop above an elongated inverted baluster with basal
knop. Two rows of air bubbles inserted in the broad
part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of an altar decorated
with a star, behind it an anchor and on the altar two
flaming hearts with a bird standing, wings spread and
in its beak a ring with a stone. The altar stands on a
meadow ground flanked by a plant on either side. It
is decorated in rococo style with rocailles and pearl
chains. Many polished details.
On the other side along the rim the inscription 'HET
AANSTAANDE HUWELYK,’, forthcoming marriage
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
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27 Friendship goblet with two birds on an altar
JP 12 with two flaming hearts and
‘DE OPREGTE VRIENDSCHAP.’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 19.2 cm, Ø bowl: 8.2 cm, Ø foot: 8.7 cm
Wine goblet with a large rounded funnel bowl on a
stem comprising two sections: a straight part with
angular knop with air twists above a broad elongated
inverted baluster with basal knop. Two rows of air
bubbles inserted in the broad part of the baluster.
Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving, on a ‘ground’ of
grass, of a column with two exuberantly flaming and
smoking hearts in front of it. On the column two billing doves. Around it the inscription ‘DE OPREGTE
VRIENDSCHAP.’, true, honest friendship
On both sides of the small meadow two stylized palm
twigs with possibly olive twigs.
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28 Friendship goblet with mating fowl in a landscape
and the inscription’*D’vrintSchap*’
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 17.4 cm, Ø bowl: 7.3 cm, Ø foot: 7.8 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
with a round knop above an inverted baluster and a
long straight solid section. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a continuous landscape with a large mating cock and hen beneath the
inscription ‘*D’vrintSchap*’, the friendship, and a
house on either side of two intertwined trees. The
toast is written between two stars. Polished details.
The inscription is written by the same hand as cat.nr. 13.
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29 Friendship goblet with David and Jonathan and the
JP 13 inscription 'AMICITIA'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 20.9 cm, Ø bowl: 8.6 cm, Ø foot: 8.6 cm
Wine goblet with a narrow, bell-shaped bowl.
The stem is mirrored from the middle: a small knop
in the centre, a straight part, a half knop and a round
knop. An elongated air bubble in the stem. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of two embracing men.
The man to the left holds a bow in his hand and seems
to be dressed like a Roman centurion, in a feathered
helmet, tunic and cape. The man to the right wears the
same garment and a crown. He is holding a harp. On
both sides a large stylized plant.
Underneath the scene ‘AMICITIA’.
The scene depicts David and Jonathan. We can recognise Jonathan by his bow and David by the crown and
harp.
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30 Friendship goblet with David and Jonathan
and the inscription
‘DE OPRECHTE . VRIENDSCHAP’
Colourless lead glass
Wheel engraving
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam II
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 17.2 cm, Ø bowl: 7.1 cm, Ø foot: 7.6 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop and a round knop
above an elongated inverted baluster with basal knop.
Two rows of air bubbles inserted in the broad part of
the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of David and
Jonathan embracing. Both are dressed in a tunic with
sash and sandals reminiscent of Roman army attire.
The men stand on a ground flanked on either side by
a small stylized tree. Underneath is a rococo decoration with rocailles, volutes and pearl chains. Polished
details
Along the rim 'DE OPRECHTE . VRIENDSCHAP', true,
honest friendship
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 78-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).
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31 Friendship goblet depicting David and Jonathan
and the inscription 'AMITIE'
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 17.2 cm, Ø bowl: 7.3 cm, Ø foot: 7.9 cm
Wine goblet with a narrow, bell-shaped bowl.
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a broad
stem made in two parts: a large and a small flattened
knop above an elongated inverted baluster with basal
knop. Two rows of air bubbles inserted in the broad
part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of David and Jonathan,
both attired in Roman army dress. Jonathan wears a
helmet and makes a speaking gesture. David wears
a crown and stands next to his harp. They stand on a
grass ground decorated in rococo style with rocailles,
acanthus leaves and dots in the middle. The inscription reads ‘AMITIE’.
Polished details.
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32 Friendship goblet with David and Jonathan
JP 4 attributed to Jacob Sang and
‘DAT NOOYT VERSLAP.
ONS BROEDERSCHAP.'
This shape of goblet often features engravings related
to Amsterdam, either in terms of illustration or engraver and might have been blown in the Netherlands in
or nearby Amsterdam (Laméris 2017A, p. 578-585,
Laméris 2017B, p. 48-61).

Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam I
Wheel engraving: Amsterdam
Third quarter eighteenth century
Height: 20.0 cm, Ø bowl: 7.8 cm, Ø foot: 8.5 cm
Published: Duysters 2002, 121, p. 153. The glass belonged to the collection of J.J.A. Baroness de Vos van
Steenwijk-de Bas and was on loan to the Historisch
Museum Arnhem (now Museum Arnhem) 1920-2007.
Christie’s Amsterdam 15 may 2017, The late Albrecht
Nicolaas Baron de Vos van Steenwijk Glass Collection
(…), cat.nr. 102, p. 31.

The engraving of the figures is very reminiscent of an
engraving depicting Mercury, dressed in the same
tunic, cape and sandals and signed and dated by the
Amsterdam wheel engraver Jacob Sang (Erfurt c.
1720-Nigtevecht 1786). This glass, part of the Ernesto
Wolf Collection, is dated 1762. (Klesse and Mayr, 1987,
cat.nr. 188, without pages)
Jacob Sang was born in Erfurt circa 1720. He worked
in Amsterdam from 1748 until 1785 where he ran a
glass shop in the Hartenstraat. He died in Nigtevecht
in 1786. He is famous for his extremely detailed wheel
engravings. About Sang see Laméris 1998.

Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two sections: a straight part with angular knop
with air twists above an elongated inverted baluster
with basal knop. Two rows of air bubbles inserted in
the broad part of the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a fine wheel engraving of David and
Jonathan both dressed in tunic, cape and sandals,
reminiscent of Roman army dress. David wears a
crown, as his attribute. The friends are depicted shaking hands and making speaking gestures. They stand
on a ‘ground’ of grass.
Above the depiction the toast:
‘DAT NOOYT VERSLAP.
ONS BROEDERSCHAP.',
May our fraternal love never weaken
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33 Friendship goblet with a stipple engraving
of two Amors shaking hands, by Gyrinus
Colourless lead glass
Glass: The Netherlands or England,
shape Amsterdam II
Diamond stipple engraving: The Netherlands,
attributed to Gyrinus
Last quarter eighteenth century
Height: 19.2 cm, Ø bowl: 7.4 cm, Ø foot: 8.4 cm
Wine goblet with a rounded funnel bowl on a stem
made in two parts: an angular knop and a round knop
above an elongated inverted baluster with basal knop.
Two rows of air bubbles inserted in the broad part of
the baluster. Light conical foot.
On the bowl a fine diamond stipple engraving of two
Amors, naked chubby boys with wings dressed only
in a sash, shaking hands. The left foot of the left Amor
rests on a stone, symbol of ‘a solid foundation for
Loyalty and Faith’ (Smit 1993, p. 29). The other Amor
is holding his left hand to his heart.
Frans Smit, a specialist in stipple engravings, attributed the engraving to the engraver known as ‘Gyrinus’
(Smit 1993, p. 45, Ab. 46)
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34 Large friendship goblet with two men seated at
a table with the inscription ‘VIVAT DAT ONS WEL
MAG GAHN IN UNSE AUDE DAGEN’
Slightly yellowish soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: probably the Netherlands
Mid eighteenth century
Height: 27.0 cm, Ø bowl:10.9 cm, Ø foot: 12.2 cm
Wine goblet with large bucket bowl on a stem with a
knop, an inverted baluster and a basal knop on a domede foot. Horizontal cutting in the lower part of the
bowl and the stem.
On the bowl a circular cartouche with a wheel engraving of two men seated at a table with a carafe on it, beneath a curtain. The man on the right is proposing a
toast. Around the cartouche a decoration of acanthus
leaves.
On the other side of the bowl the inscription reads
‘VIVAT DAT ONS WEL MAG GAHN IN UNSE AUDE
DAGEN’, Vivat to our well-being in old age. Polished
details
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35 Friendship goblet with an altar with hearts
and doves and two distant figures under the
inscription ‘DE GOEDE HARMONIE’

On one side of the bowl a wheel engraving of a landscape with two stylized trees and to the right a large
acanthus decoration. The landscape features a square
stone with two flaming hearts. On the stone a column
with two birds. In the distance two men are shown
greeting one another.
The inscription above this reads ‘DE GOEDE
HARMONIE’, good harmony.

Greenish, almost colourless soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: Probably the Netherlands
Mid-eighteenth century
Height: 18.4 cm, Ø bowl: 8.1 cm, Ø foot: 8.3 cm

The flaming hearts and cooing doves would seem to
suggest that this engraving was made to toast love
between two men, rather than friendship.

Wine goblet with bell-shaped bowl with thickened
base. Blown stem with a small knop, inverted baluster,
baluster and again a small knop. Light conical foot.
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36 Welcome goblet with a man ashore waiting
with glass in hand for his sailor friends and the
inscription ‘WEL KOM IN HET VADER LAND’ .
Greyish, nearly colourless soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: The Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 20.0 cm, Ø bowl:8.4 cm, Ø foot: 8.7 cm
Wine glass with slightly bell shaped bowl on a blown
stem with a large knop between two smaller knops
above a basal knop. Domed foot with folded rim.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a man in a meadow
dressed in contemporary garb, waiting for his friend
on a ferryboat. The man has a goblet in his hand,
above him the beams of a radiant sun. On both sides
a decoration of C-scrolls, palm- and acanthus leaves,
surmounted by a basket of flowers and twigs. On the
other side of the bowl the inscription reads ‘WEL KOM
IN / HET VADER / LAND’, welcome to the fatherland.
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37 Friendship goblet with a wheel engraving
of a man departing and the inscription
‘DE VRINDEN EENE GELUCKIGE REIJSE’
Slightly yellowish soda glass
Glass: Germany
Wheel engraving: the Netherlands
First half eighteenth century
Height: 18.2 cm, Ø bowl:7.9 cm, Ø foot: 8.7 cm
Wine glass with conical bowl and flattened base. The
stem is made of two mereses, a flattened knop, two
mereses, an inverted solid baluster and again two
mereses just above the foot.
On the bowl a wheel engraving of a man walking away
from a woman. He carries a stick and a sort of knapsack. The woman is holding a tankard out to him. In
the background a house with a flag, the symbol for a
cafe or tavern.
Along the rim runs the inscription ‘DE VRINDEN EENE
GELUCKIGE REIJSE’, the friends, a happy journey.
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